
CASTING CALLOUT

Award-winning multimedia theatre company Breach is searching for a bold and diverse 
cast to co-create and perform in its new show The Drill. Development will take place over 
2017, with an initial run in February and touring in 2018.

The Drill

Artists of any age, race, ability and gender are encouraged to get in touch. Breach is 
seeking three theatre-makers / performers to work with its core team:
 
Live Director / Writer: Billy Barrett
Video Director: Dorothy Allen-Pickard
Performer / Writer: Ellice Stevens

The Team 

“In mass media coverage of the domestic War on Terror, some things ‘look staged.’ No 
wonder, for throughout modern history civil defense has been deeply implicated with 
performance, pretense and scripted pretexts.”

- Tracey C. Davis, Stages of Emergency

Breach’s work to date has focused on re-working history through performance – using 
archival materials and first-hand interviews to build conflicting narratives about how 
things may have happened. This new show is about rehearsing for the future – specifically, 
through safety drills and emergency response exercises. Combining documentary 
film, devised theatre and audience interaction, The Drill will explore how emergency 
preparedness scenarios act as a means of both expressing and easing anxieties around 
security and terrorism. 

Care for audiences and performers will be central to the making process. The company 
is not interested in sensationalising this subject matter, and certainly does not seek to 
realistically restage violent or traumatic experiences. Rather, the show will critically 
examine the theatrical nature of risk management and security – and think about the 
kinds of futures that we are being encouraged to imagine and rehearse. 

The show is co-commissioned by Battersea Arts Centre, The Bike Shed Theatre, HOME 
Manchester and New Diorama Theatre, with support from The Albany. 

The Show



The auditions will consist of a group workshop and then a performed reading of a text 
(which we will provide in advance). They will take place the week commencing 15th May. 

There will be 9 weeks of rehearsal, paid at £400 per week (funding dependent), scheduled 
between June 2017 - January 2018. Our first performances are programmed for February 
2018 with dates pencilled throughout that spring season. 

If you would like to audition, please send a CV, headshot and short introduction of you 
and your past work to breach.theatre.company@gmail.com with “The Drill” in the subject 
line.

Auditions

The making of this show will involve a combination of research, devising and performing. It 
will include conducting interviews and participating in emergency preparedness courses 
with professional trainers. The show will require a committed group of theatre-makers 
who are as interested in experimenting and thinking through performance as in putting 
on a good show. 

Breach is a multimedia performance company founded by theatre-makers Billy Barrett 
and Ellice Stevens, and video artist Dorothy Allen-Pickard. They collaborate with 
actors to create politically engaged, formally exploratory shows that blend drama 
and documentary. The company’s first show The Beanfield – in which six performers 
attempted to historically reenact a 1985 clash between riot police and New Age travelers 
– was made whilst all three were students at Warwick University, and toured the UK after 
winning a Total Theatre Award at the 2015 Edinburgh Fringe. The following year, Tank – 
inspired by a 1960’s experiment into teaching dolphins English – was awarded a Fringe 
First in Edinburgh before its London transfer and national spring tour. 

“Theatrically ambitious and boldly political” - Lyn Gardner 
“A very special young company” - Matt Trueman 
“Seriously smart, seriously politically committed theatre-maker/activists” - Andrew 
Haydon

The Company

The Process


